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Deterministic hydrodynamics: Taking blood apart
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We show the fractionation of whole blood components and isolation of blood plasma with no dilution by using a continuous-flow deterministic array that separates blood components by their hydrodynamic size, independent of their mass. We use the technology we developed of deterministic arrays which separate white blood cells, red blood cells, and platelets from blood plasma at flow velocities of 1,000 μm/sec and volume rates up to 1 μl/min. We verified by flow cytometry that an array using focused injection removed 100% of the lymphocytes and monocytes from the main red blood cell and platelet stream. Using a second design, we demonstrated the separation of blood plasma from the blood cells (white, red, and platelets) with virtually no dilution of the plasma and no cellular contamination of the plasma.

H uman blood is a highly complex fluid containing objects of many different sizes and shapes. Blood plasma is the cell-free, clear, straw-colored fluid, which is free of objects bigger than 0.5 μm. The cell component consists of three main classes: (i) leukocytes or white blood cells (WBCs) are parts of the immune system, are roughly spherical, and range from 5 to 20 μm in diameter; (ii) erythrocytes or red blood cells (RBCs), carry oxygen to the tissue and are biconcave and discoidal (8 μm in diameter × 2 μm thick); and (iii) platelets range from 1 to 3 μm in diameter and are responsible for the clotting reaction (1, 2).

Traditionally, the components of blood may be fractionated according to various physical properties, including buoyant density (3) and electric charge (4), and by specific immunologic methods (5). In some of these approaches, fluorescent or magnetic particles are selectively attached to components in blood through an immunologic target. Magnetic cell sorting (MACS) and flow cytometry (FACS) are widely used methods. However, they typically require additional labels. Size, without labels, has also been used to isolate rare blood components by using filter-based methods (6). The removed component may be harvested by periodically stopping the flow into the filter and flushing to remove the desired particles from the filter mesh. Additional microfluidic methods have also included magnetophoretic separation (7) and separation by leukocyte margination (8). Size-based filter methods have also been integrated with PCR amplification of genomic DNA from WBCs (9). In general, these processes are complex, involve fluorescent labeling, yield incomplete fractionation, clog easily, or introduce bias to the data.

Previous work has demonstrated the basic separation principle of deterministic lateral displacement, a process which we also refer to as “bumping” (10). In this paper, we first review the basic deterministic lateral displacement technology, and we discuss some basic physical characteristics of the devices we have constructed, including the unusual mechanism of separation quality improving with flow rate. We then discuss the main design principles and how they affect the device operation. This discussion is extended to two different design paradigms: fractionating and preparative. The first design example is an analytical mode device designed for dispersing particles of different sizes, which we call the fractionating device (FD). The FD is demonstrated in a device to take blood apart, i.e., to individually separate RBCs and WBCs from whole blood. The results go beyond other work with WBCs (11, 12) and quantitatively analyze the output fluid by flow cytometry. The second design example is for high-throughput, and it is a preparative device called the plasma separation device (PD). It is demonstrated with the removal of all cells from whole blood to leave residual plasma.

Device Principles

In previous work, the bump array concept was introduced. A microfluidic device was used to separate 0.6- to 1.0-μm polystyrene particles with 10-nm size resolution (10). The fluid flows through an array of microposts, in which each row of posts is slightly offset laterally with respect to the previous row above it (Fig. 1). The basic principle is simple but subtle: particles below a critical hydrodynamic diameter follow streamlines cyclically through the gaps, moving in an average downward flow direction. Particles above the critical hydrodynamic diameter do not fit into the first streamline and are moved by hydrodynamic lateral drag (bumped) into the sequential streamline at each post. Thus they move not parallel to the fluid flow but at an angle determined by the ratio of post offset to row–row spacing. The critical diameter $D_c$ is just twice the width of the first streamline adjacent to the post in the gap (labeled 1 of Fig. 1), so that the center of particles above this size is bumped into the second streamline (10).

If the spacing (center to center) between the posts is called $\lambda$ and the relative shift between the adjacent post rows is called $d$, then the parameter $\epsilon$ is a measure of both the relative shift and the tangent of the angle with respect to the vertical at which bumped objects move through the array (10).

$$\epsilon = \frac{d}{\lambda} \quad [1]$$

In general, a smaller $\epsilon$ results in an array with a smaller critical size. The critical hydrodynamic diameter $D_c$ can easily be designed to be 1/3 to 1/4 the gap $G$ between the posts (13). Thus large objects several times above the critical size are not trapped as in a filter, and the array does not easily clog at high flow rates or large particle densities. However, in a highly heterogeneous liquid such as blood in which the particle sizes differ by more than a factor of 10, simply varying $\epsilon$ is not enough to fractionate all components of interest. More design variations are needed to expand the range and create a nonclogging device, a point that will be addressed with one of the design approaches in this paper.

The bump array, unlike many separation technologies, relies on a deterministic process instead of a stochastic process such as diffusion. Thus faster flow rates produce less diffusional mixing of components and the performance of the device improves with increasing speed. There are two dimensionless numbers that are important in analyzing the movement of liquids in our device: the Reynolds number $Re$ of the fluid flow and the Péclet number $Pe$ of the particles transported by the fluid within the device:
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a different streamline a distance $e$ away, its separation by bumping is compromised. In the experiments we discuss here, $e$ has a minimum value of 0.04 and $\lambda$ has a minimum value of $5 \times 10^{-3}$ cm. The smallest particles we wish to separate in this paper are blood platelets with radius $R \approx 1 \times 10^{-5}$ cm. At our typical operational speed $v$ of 0.1 cm/sec, we find that $P_e$ for platelets is on the order of $1 \times 10^3$, so we can safely ignore diffusion of all blood cells. Proteins (which are roughly 5 nm in radius) in the blood plasma will have a $P_e$ of roughly 2. So whereas they will not bump because they are under the critical size, the proteins will broaden in distribution as they move through the array.

This brings up the second scale that we need to look at: the overall diffusion of small particles laterally when traveling the complete length $Z$ of the device. This diffusion is particularly important for our analysis of proteins and ions within the plasma shown below, because diffusional broadening may result in the loss of plasma proteins into the area where the cells are bumped. This broadening can be computed simply from $x^2 = 2D(Z/v)$. The typical length of our complete device is $\approx 4$ cm; at the typical speed of 0.1 cm/sec, a protein will diffuse a distance laterally of $\approx 10^{-2}$ cm (100 $\mu$m), whereas ions will diffuse a distance of $\approx 10^{-1}$ cm (1,000 $\mu$m). This broadening sets a limit to the purity of the “unbumped” material.

Next, we discuss very briefly a complex subject, the rotation of nonspherical objects as they move through our arrays and/or distortion of deformable shapes caused by shear. The shearing torques $\tau$ are due to the local curl $\nabla \times \vec{v}$ of the vector velocity field $\vec{v}(x, y, z)$ near surfaces, and the net force fields $\mathcal{F}$ are due to high pressure gradients $\nabla P$ as the fluid is forced through the gap $G$. These shearing torques and hydrostatic force fields not only can rotate and deform the cells, but in principle can lyse the cell if the shearing torques and hydrostatic pressure gradients become too high. The spatial deformation of $\vec{v}(x, y, z)$ can be computed in a straightforward way because the fluid flow is laminar, but unfortunately the calculation of the shear fields and hydrostatic force fields acting on nonspherical objects is quite difficult because large objects disturb the flow fields substantially. The hydrostatic pressure gradients in our device are actually quite small even at the pressures of 1 bar (100 kPa) needed to move blood at 1,000 $\mu$m/sec through the device discussed below. We can estimate the gradient by assuming that 1/10 of the 4-cm length of the device is constricted by the gap and therefore most of the pressure drop $\Delta P$ occurs there. This means that the average pressure gradient in the gaps is roughly 2 bar/cm, which is on the order of the pressure gradients exerted on blood cells as they traverse the capillaries (14). Thus, we are not grossly out of the physiological range of hydrostatic forces, and indeed no obvious cell lysis occurs, although this observation must be checked more carefully. The rotation and distortion of compliant objects in the complex vector flow fields is a more serious issue that can change the effective critical diameter $D_\text{c}$. For example, an RBC has a large diameter, 8 $\mu$m, but is only 2 $\mu$m thick, so if there is a preferential orientation of the RBC in the gap flow pattern at high speeds there will be a dramatic change in bumping of the RBCs. Another possibility is that the shear fields at high flows can deform an RBC into a sausage shape (15).

**Design and Methods**

**Array Design Principles.** Our basic design principle results in a bimodal separation. A single region of posts will have a single threshold and create two directions of particle flow. Particles either travel straight through the post array or are bumped at the angle of the array. To separate a range of sizes we place a number of arrays immediately after one another, each with a slightly different critical diameter $D_\text{c}$. We refer to this approach as a “chirped” design. The critical diameter $D_\text{c}$ is a function of two design parameters, which we have already discussed, the gap size $G$ and the shift fraction $\varepsilon$ (13). Either one of these parameters can be changed in each successive region to create the desired $D_\text{c}$. For example, the FD in this paper consists of 13 sections, with $G$ fixed, and $\varepsilon$ varied from...

---

**Fig. 1.** Schematic illustrating the separation by deterministic lateral displacement in an array of microposts, with an example row shift fraction of one-third. This shift creates three equal flux streamlines. The dashed lines are the boundaries between the streamlines, which are assigned an index in the gaps between the posts. Paths of particles both smaller and larger than the critical threshold are depicted with green and red dotted lines respectively. Small particles stay within a flow stream and large particles are displaced at each obstacle. $G$ is the clear spacing between the gap, $\lambda$ is the center-to-center post separation, and $d$ is the relative shift of the post centers in adjacent rows.

**Equation 2:**

$$R_e \approx \frac{\nu S}{\eta}$$

and

**Equation 3:**

$$P_e \approx \frac{\nu e L}{D}$$

where $\rho$ is the density of the fluid (in our case water at 1 g/cm$^3$), $v$ is the local speed of the fluid (in our case, up to a few mm/sec), $S$ is a characteristic length over which the fluid changes its direction (in our case, $\approx 10^{-3}$ cm), $\eta$ is the viscosity of the fluid (in our case, $\approx 10^{-2}$ g/(cm$^2$-sec)), $eL$ is a characteristic length over which diffusion competes with fluid transport (advection, about $e\lambda$ at the local scale of the posts), and $D$ is the diffusion coefficient of particles of radius $a$ in the flow that we wish to separate from the flow streamlines in the bumping process. For a spherical object:

**Equation 4:**

$$D = \frac{k_BT}{6\pi\eta a}$$
buffer samples are shown.

of the device. Three exit channels used to collect the fractionated blood and wall. Also shown is the lateral position of the blood injection point at the top showing particle size (hard spheres) as a function of displacement from the left graph shows a view of posts. (Lower) Microphotograph shows the top view, with the arrow indicating the vertical and bumping directions. (Upper) Microphotograph shows a view of posts. (B) The predicted input–output curve for the FD, showing particle size (hard spheres) as a function of displacement from the left wall. Also shown is the lateral position of the blood injection point at the top of the device. Three exit channels used to collect the fractionated blood and buffer samples are shown.

The dynamic range is an important evaluation of separation technologies. We define the dynamic range as the ratio of the largest and smallest critical hydrodynamic diameters that can usefully be achieved within the device. The critical diameter $D_c$ can be made, in principle, infinitely small by choosing a small row shift fraction $\epsilon$. However, this small shift results in a very low bumping angle, requiring long arrays. In practice, we find roughly $G/5$ (results from $\epsilon = 0.02$ and bumping angle of $1^\circ$) to be a practical minimum in many situations for arrays when its fluid is driven by hydrodynamic pressure (13). In principle, the $D_c$ can be made as large as desired by large $G$ and $\epsilon$. However, in a chirped array, the largest maximum particle size that can flow without clogging is given by the smallest gap size $G$. In practice, in a chirped array the dynamic range is limited to $\approx 3$–5.

To further increase this dynamic range, multiple (chirped or single) regions can be also be cascaded successively, each with successively smaller critical size. We will call this a “cascade” design. However, these devices need an additional feature beyond a chirped array. After the larger particles have been separated in one section, they need to be removed from the active region of the device, so as not to clog the next section. This removal can be done in a number of ways, such as exit channels at the end of each region to remove the streams with the large particles. For example, consider a cascade device consisting of two separate stages, each of which bump large particles to the right. Suppose that at the end of the first stage, the stream at the right with large particles flows to an exit port at atmospheric pressure and that the end of the second array is at atmospheric pressure as well. The pressure across the bottom of the first array (and the top of the second array) will not be uniform because of the pressure drop across the second array. This drop will cause the flow on the first and second arrays to not be precisely vertical, especially near the boundary, adversely affecting the device performance. To solve this problem, either the output ports must be held at separate pressures, or some extra fluidic resistors must be added to balance the pressure differentials of the different flow paths and restore vertical flow.

The example PD in this paper is a cascade design that shows a slightly different way to separate larger cells from successive bumping regions to prevent clogging. This device consists of three separate regions, each with a different gap: 20, 9, and 5 $\mu$m (Fig. 3). The device consists of an additional serpentine pattern on the bumping side of the device, designed to maintain straight laminar flow by matching the fluidic resistance of the array. This region collects the large particles, and prevents them from clogging the successive smaller gaps. With this or similar additions, the cascade design can have a dynamic range of 20 or more.

Table 1 summarizes the design principles of our technology. Three different types of arrays have been presented: the single array, the chirped array, and the cascade array. They each have different modes of separation, and they vary in what nonclogging dynamic range they can achieve.

We are also able to change an operational mode of the design, by changing the throat width $W$, the input width of the injection stream of blood. This parameter can be tailored to particular...
Table 1. Design principles of bump arrays

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design principle</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Nonclogging dynamic range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single array: fixed ε, fixed G</td>
<td>Binary</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirped array: ε or G varied</td>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>~3–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade array: multiple G, chirped ε</td>
<td>Stepped with removal of larger particles</td>
<td>~20 or more</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applications. A low W, on the order of the size of the gap within our device, can be used for small sample volumes and for fractionation analysis with high resolution. A high W, on the order of half of the width of the array, allows for large volumes of blood to be flowed, for example, in the removal of cells for plasma preparation.

**FD.** The FD is designed to separate WBCs from RBCs and plasma and fractionate the WBC according to their diameter, an analytical application. The FD has a narrow throat width (50 μm) and is designed to work with 10 μl of blood or less, not large volumes (Fig. 2). Because the main design concern is to create a high dispersion with a range in the sizes of WBCs (5–10 μm), we do not attempt to remove smaller objects such as platelets, which have a diameter on the order of 1 μm. Because the dynamic range needed is less than 4, the design can be achieved by a single chirped ε region with a constant gap G.

Fig. 2A shows a schematic of the FD device. Whole blood and a running buffer enter on the different channels at the top of the device, and they maintain vertical laminar flow throughout the device. The active region consists of 13 consecutive regions with a various Dv values from 3 to 9 μm (created by varying ε in a chirped design). The bumped cells are diluted into the running buffer. The FD has three separate output collection channels, each of which collects a portion of the volume of fluid exiting the device. More than three output channels would easily be possible for higher resolution; three was chosen for ease of post run analysis. The FD is designed to separate cells of slightly differing hydrodynamic radius and to put those fractionated cells into different output channels.

Fig. 2B graphs the expected horizontal position of cells of different sizes at the end of the device according to the design criteria. Objects of progressively larger hydrodynamic radius will be displaced further and further right in each region. Cells behaving as objects larger than the maximum critical size for all 13 regions (>9 μm diameter for hard spheres) would thus be displaced ~1,500 μm from the left edge, putting them into channel 3. Particles whose diameter is less than ~3 μm pass straight down the device and exit in channel 1. A small number of output channels was chosen so that each one would yield a reasonable quantity of fluid that we could collect for later external analysis by conventional flow cytometry.

**PD.** The second example is of a preparative device, the PD. In this case, the application is the isolation of undiluted blood plasma from whole blood for further study. The device consists of a wide throat width (500 μm or one-half of the 1-mm-wide active area), so larger volumes may be prepared and high flow rates, such as 1 μl/min or more, are possible (Fig. 3). Because the device needs to remove both large (10- to 20-μm diameter) WBCs and small platelets, only the high dynamic range of a cascade device will work without clogging. In this device, the cascade consists of three different regions with three different gap sizes. Because this particular application does not require it, the individual fractionations produced in each of the regions are not maintained. Instead, all components larger than 1 μm are combined in the balanced serpentine region on the side of the device.

Fig. 3 provides a graphical picture of the layout of the PD. At the top, whole blood enters the device on the left (500 μm wide) and running buffer enters the device on the right (600 μm wide). The streams flow parallel to each and experience only diffusional mixing caused by the low Reynolds number. The cascade consists of three regions, each with a different gap. The regions each have only a single ε for this application, it would be easily possible to have each region be a chirped design if the resolution was desired. The second and third regions of the cascade have an additional balanced serpentine region, next to the active region of posts. This serpentine region has a larger minimum size, so that large particles do not clog, and we maintain our dynamic range. To maintain vertical laminar flow, the buffer portion is decreased in overall width (from 600 to 300 to 160 μm from the first section to the second and third). This causes an increase in the average vertical fluid velocity in the serpentine region, by a factor of 2 in the second region compared with the first, and 3 to 4 in the third region compared with the first. In each region, successively smaller cells should be bumped out of the blood into the parallel stream of buffer. At the end of the device there are two outputs, one to collect the cell-free and undiluted blood plasma and one to collect the cells that have been bumped over into the buffer. At the end of all three sections, the platelets, RBCs, and WBCs are all traveling in the serpentine pattern completely bathed in buffer, while the blood plasma is still flowing on the left.

Table 2 summarizes the design of each of the two example devices presented in this paper. Both devices were constructed on 100-mm silicon wafers, patterned by standard photolithography. The features were etched by using a Bosch silicon etching process to obtain nearly vertical sidewalls. Devices were coated with a fluorosilane vapor and sealed by glass c overslips coated with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) silicone on the sealing surface. Devices were placed into a Plexiglas chuck for loading and application of pressures. See Supporting Methods for more details.

**Results and Discussion**

**FD.** We first discuss the FD performance. Freshly drawn whole human blood (finger prick), from one of the authors, was loaded into the center running well, whereas the running buffer came from ports on the left and right sides of the specimen port (Fig. 2). Suction was applied to the exit of the device to move the blood through the device. The cells traveled at an average speed of ~1,000 μm/sec under a negative pressure (suction) of ~0.1 bar, across 1 cm of array. The throughput of analyzed blood was ~0.3 nl/sec at this pressure gradient.

One microliter of blood was run through the FD over a period of 1 h. The fractionated components were collected at the output of each of the three exit ports. The resulting fractionated components, each of 50 μl volume, were removed from each of the exit ports with a pipette. The sample from each port was divided in half for separate analysis of RBCs and WBCs by conventional flow cytometry. To identify WBCs in the output and differentiate between different WBC subpopulations, half of each channel output was stained by using antibodies to the following: CD45 (a generic WBC marker, tagged with fluorescent Per-CP), CD19 (a B lymphocyte marker, tagged with phycoerythrin, PE), and CD3 (a
T lymphocyte marker, tagged with FITC). All stains were obtained from BD Biosciences (San Diego, CA). These mixtures were then lysed with FACSlyze (BD Biosciences) to remove the RBCs in the WBC population.

The second half of each mixture for the RBC analysis was not lysed. Each set of mixtures was placed into a Trucount test tube (BD Biosciences), which contains a known number of fluorescent beads, to allow calculations of cell concentrations. Both sets were analyzed on a FACScan (BD Biosciences) flow cytometer. The conventional flow cytometry analysis of forward scatter, side scatter, and three fluorescent colors was conducted. Lymphocytes, monocytes, and granulocytes were then grouped based on forward and side scatter. Lymphocyte analysis consisted of first gating on CD45+ particles with low side scatter, followed by quantification of CD19+ and CD3+ cells by fluorescence.

Fig. 4 shows the cell counts from each of the different types of WBC and RBC. The undisplaced fluid flow from the injection channel was in channel 1. One hundred percent of the lymphocytes, monocytes, B cells, and T cells were displaced into channels 2 and 3. Cells displaced between 400 and 800 μm from the undeflected flow (800 and 1,200 μm from the wall), were ideally extracted from channel 2 (hard sphere size of 4.5–7 μm), whereas cells displaced 800–1,200 μm were ideally in channel 3 (hard sphere contact size of 7–9 μm). Conventional methods of measuring WBCs show them to be on average larger than 4.5 μm (1, 2), which agrees with our results. It is also well known that resting lymphocytes are smaller than monocytes by SEM and flow cytometry (1, 2). For lymphocytes and monocytes, the ratios of cells in channel 2 to cells in channel 3 were ~100 to 1 and 1 to 1, respectively. The smaller lymphocytes, on average, were displaced significantly less than the larger monocytes. Most of the lymphocytes behaved like hard spheres of size smaller than 7 μm, whereas half of the monocytes were displaced below the 7-μm threshold and the other half above the threshold.

The analysis of granulocytes prevents us from claiming 100% deflection of all WBC out of channel 1. A concentration of ~12 granulocytes per microliter per channel was calculated from flow cytometry for channel 1 (versus 1,192 and 37 for channels 2 and 3). This result limits our claim to 99% of granulocytes and 99.6% of all WBCs being displaced in channels 2 and 3. It is not known whether this granulocyte signal in channel 1 represents a real distribution of granulocytes or an ambiguous identification of granulocytes by flow cytometry. Because of the well known tendency of granulocytes to produce a wide range of forward and side scattering intensities, background counts may be incorrectly identified as granulocytes, especially because there is no definitive marker for granulocytes.

The second flow cytometric analysis was designed to measure the number of RBCs in each output channel. All cells producing forward and side scatter in the flow cytometry were counted as potential cells (except the Trucount beads) and the expected WBCs in each channel (based on the lysed blood values) were subtracted to give a raw RBC count for each channel (Fig. 4B). A total of 3 × 10^6 RBCs were detected, with 99% of the RBCs in channel 1. A flow cytometry analysis of the Trucount beads and our running buffer without blood gave a background concentration of ~2,000 particles per microliter within the forward and side scatter area used for flow cytometry analysis of WBCs and RBCs. Thus, the concentration of RBCs in channel 3 (raw signal of 1,900 particles per microliter) is not significant and is probably due to this background. There were a statistically significant number of RBCs in channel 2 (26,000 cells per microliter or 0.9% of the total RBCs), which act as hard sphere particles of size 4.5–7 μm. It is not known whether this result is due to a second-order effect, an aberrant RBC...
population, or some other nonideality. Nevertheless, an enrichment of the WBC to RBC ratio of over 110-fold from that of the initial blood specimen was obtained from channel 2 of our microfluidic device.

PD. We now discuss the performance of the PD. Fig. 5 presents photomicrographs and fluorescence intensity scans from three places in the device. Images are from the beginning of the first section, the middle of the second section and the end of the third section. Three different blood samples were run in the PD. One sample (Fig. 5 Left) was designed to look at the removal of RBCs and WBCs from the plasma. It was incubated with Hoechst 33342 to stain the WBC nuclei, whereas the RBCs were observed by using white light. The second sample (not shown in Fig. 5) was designed to monitor the more challenging task of the removal of platelets and was incubated with PE-conjugated CD41 antibodies to specifically label blood platelets, the smallest cells (1 μm) normally occurring in blood. The unbound PE-CD41 was washed out of the sample before running. In this experiment, no platelets were observed in the plasma stream at the end of the device. The third sample (Fig. 5 Right) was designed to verify the flow of the cell-free plasma. In this case, the unbound PE-CD41 was not washed before the blood was run. The fluorescence of the unbound PE-CD41 in the blood was used to image the flow of the blood plasma. As in the second sample, platelets were easily identified as bright spots, whereas unbound PE-CD41 was identified as a uniformly bright fluorescent background.

Freshly drawn whole human blood (finger prick) was used. The stained blood was loaded into the left running well, whereas the running buffer came from a port on the right side of the specimen port. A common pressure was applied to both the blood and buffer ports. At a pressure of 0.3 bar (0.5 pound per square inch) the observed volume of blood flow through the present device was ~0.4 μl/min, with a flow from top to bottom in Fig. 5. The active area is on the left, whereas the serpentine region on the right carries cells that have been bumped out of the blood stream. Over the first region, nucleated cells (WBCs) and a small percentage of RBCs were observed to travel in the bump mode. Note in Fig. 5C all of the WBCs are in the serpentine region, with none in the second array. Most RBCs and some platelets are observed to travel in bump mode in the second section, placing these cells in the buffer stream. In Fig. 5C (partly through the second section), RBCs have been removed from the left third of the array. Note also in Fig. 5D (partly through the second section) that some platelets have been removed from the original blood stream (with the unbound dye giving a white background to show the stream). At the end of section three, the platelets, RBCs, and WBCs are all traveling in the serpentine pattern completely bathed in buffer, whereas the blood plasma is still flowing on the left.

The most important observation in Fig. 5 is the intensity of the unbound PE-CD41 dye. Because that fluorescence intensity comes from a molecular species, it tracks the movement of the protein components of plasma. As Fig. 5F shows, the dye remains on the left side of the chamber, and all of the plasma in the blood can be recovered essentially undiluted. The unbound fluorescent molecules remain in the blood plasma and exit the device on the left, free of platelets and cells. The width of the blood plasma stream is less than the width of the incoming blood stream, because half of the volume of the blood is composed of the cells which have been removed. The PD chip has succeeded in removing all of the blood cell objects of size >1 μm, including platelets, while maintaining the blood plasma in its undiluted state with, in principle, 100% recovery.

The observed width of the dye stream in Fig. 5F is not a straight vertical line at the end of the device because of an inadvertent hydrodynamic impedance mismatch between the third section and the output channels. This mismatch causes the stream to widen near the exit. Even before this broadening of the plasma stream at the end due to inadvertent mismatch, the right edge of the dye molecules in the plasma stream near the end of the device is not as sharp as at the top, however. This transition width is ~100 μm, consistent with the expected lateral diffusion of the molecules as discussed near the end of Device Principles.

Conclusions
We have shown two different example designs of a hydrodynamic bump technology. A complex fluid such as blood can be separated in two different ways: by using a narrow focused hydrodynamic jet, the blood cells can be fractionated as a function of their diameter in an analytical manner; and by using a broad stream a preparative sample can be made with all of the particulates in blood removed, leaving behind plasma that has not been diluted in the process. Further work will involve increasing the resolving power of the fractionating device and moving the minimum size resolution down to the bacterial and possibly viral level, and increasing the flow rate in the preparative device to where microliter volumes of blood can be processed in a few minutes time.
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